
              " Importance of Education in daily life" 

We can achieve anything good in the life by using an important tool that is "Education". 

It's the most important for success in our life. Education empower our mind to conceive 

good thoughts and ideas . Education is the only one medium that can uproot unemployment, 

corruption, poverty and environmental problems. Education is not about taking academic 

degree only,it is about how can we live with our own moral values (decision). Education 

facilitate our knowledge and skills.All of us learn throughout our llives .our education starts 

from the day we are born. Education helps us to attain the positive attitude . Academic 

education play an important role in everyone's life.It play a Paramount role in the modern 

world . A real ( good ) education gives many purpose to the life  such as enhancement of the 

personality , increase social status , set aim of life and help in  development of nation. Now a 

days education has become very easy because of the distance learning progammes . Education 

makes us more civilized and better educated .It changes the people's way of thinking by 

bringing positive thoughts and removing negative thought . Education helps us to understand 

all the rights , duties  and our responsibilities towards country.How we behave with our 

elders or people is direct reflection (results) of our initial education in our childhood.So,our 

childhood education helps in the social and physical  development of our young children 

which has direct effect on  our overall development . Every child must to go school in his life 

at appropriate age as it's  the fundamentals right of everyone. It is the tool which stimulates 

everyone to  success in life as well as provide ability to overcome challenges.It enable us to 

create a fine balance of our body , spirit and mind . It brings lots of opportunities to get better 

prospects required for the career growth . Every individual need a real education to enhance 

their own living standard as well as being a part of the social and economic growth of their 

own country . Well being of a country depends on the well being of it's people living in that 

country . Everything in life is based on the knowledge of the people that ultimately comes 

from  true education . 
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